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A Peep Behind the Scenes Nov 24 2021 This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality.
Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with imperfections
introduced by the digitization process. Though we have made best efforts - the books may have occasional errors
that do not impede the reading experience. We believe this work is culturally important and have elected to bring the
book back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide.
Night of the Living Dead Jun 27 2019 ‘They’re coming for you, Barbara…’With these five words, first heard at a
handful of drive-in cinemas in 1968, a terrifying movie classic was born.‘Yeah, they’re dead, they’re all messed
up.’George A. Romero’s Night of the Living Dead, filmed at nights and weekends on a shoe-string budget of just
$114,000, was the original indie hit. With its graphic, taboo-busting scenes of the living dead feasting on human
flesh – including a six-year-old zombie child chowing down on her daddy’s severed arm – it broke all the rules,
stunning unsuspecting audiences into horrified silence.‘Beat ’em or burn ’em, they go up pretty easy.’Despite visual
effects which substituted chocolate syrup for blood, roast ham for flesh and relied on entrails from a butcher’s shop
owned by one of the cast, the movie kick-started the midnight gore-fest phenomenon, earned hundreds of millions of
dollars worldwide and spawned an entire zombie industry. Yet a quirk of copyright law meant the filmmakers never
saw a dime. Now, for the first time, Joe Kane presents the story of the ultimate zombie movie’s creation and fivedecade legacy, one that, via countless remakes, sequels, knock-offs, tributes and spoofs, will haunt cinemagoers for
as long as the celluloid undead walk the earth.
Behind-the-scenes Baseball Oct 12 2020 While many baseball fans have ambiguous feelings about the role
statistical analysis plays in the game, Behind-the-Scenes Baseball shows how statistics and "sabermetrics" don't have
to detract from the passion of the game, but rather can contribute to a better understanding of and love for baseball.
The Making of The Magnificent Seven Aug 22 2021 The story behind The Magnificent Seven could have been a
movie in itself. It had everything--actors' strike, writers' strike, Mexican government interference and a row between
the screenwriters that left one removing his name from the credits, all under the lingering gloom of post-McCarthy
era Hollywood. A flop on release, it later became a box office hit. This book tells the behind-the-scenes story: how
Yul Brynner became the biggest independent producer in Hollywood; why John Sturges was not the first choice
after Brynner surrendered the director's chair; why Sturges quit; the truth about the Mirisch Company (producers);
the details of the film's botched release and unlikely redemption; the creation of Elmer Bernstein's classic score; and
how internecine fighting prevented the making of the television series in 1963. Myths about Steve McQueen, his
feud with Brynner and the scene-stealing antics of the cast are debunked. A close examination of the various
screenplay drafts and the writers' source material--Akira Kurosawa's Seven Samurai--shows who wrote what.
Extensive analysis of Sturges' directorial work is provided.
Behind the Scenes May 19 2021 BFFs Madison and Alyssa have the summer planned out—long days at the beach,
hanging out, baking cookies—but all that changes when Alyssa’s mother and the film crew have to head back to
Hollywood. Which means Alyssa is moving, just when Madison finally has a best friend. But there’s a silver lining:
Madison is invited to spend some time over the summer in Los Angeles! Madison is excited to travel on her own,
but she doesn’t count on being homesick—or having to deal with her fear of dogs by sharing the house with Nadine,
Alyssa’s large but lovable Rottweiler. But the chance to meet Alyssa’s recently discovered father and an opportunity
to pay back an obnoxious tour guide give the best friends plenty of distractions—and show them both that they have

much more strength than they ever realized.
Behind the Scenes Mar 17 2021
Behind the Scenes at Time Team Jul 09 2020 This book looks at the work that goes in to making the series, how the
sites are chosen, what life is like during the three week digs, the most exciting finds, and the most challenging sites.
It includes interviews with the cast and crew and five case studies from the 1998 series.
Psycho Apr 29 2022 The Bates Motel. The ominous house on the hill. The shower. . . . Few movies have proven as
enduringly fascinating to audiences, film buffs, and moviemakers as Hitchcock's horrific 1960 shocker Psycho. This
book offers the complete, colorful account of the production, shooting, and aftermath of this mesmerizing,
electrifying film. 50 photos.
Behind the Scenes Feb 13 2021
Animation Magic 2001 Sep 30 2019 Discusses the techniques and people involved in creating Disney's animated
films, from the first story idea to opening night.
Behind the Scenes at Downton Abbey May 31 2022 A revealing look backstage at the hit TV show 'Downton
Abbey'. In-depth interviews give an exclusive insight into the actors' experiences on set as well as the celebrated
creative team behind the award-winning drama.
Showtime Sep 22 2021 Looks at what is required for different jobs in the performing arts, including choreographer,
set designer, advertiser, pyrotechnics expert, and promoter.
SCTV Jun 07 2020 Profiles the cast members of the Canadian television comedy series, lists the sketches from
every show, and presents anecdotes from actors, directors, and writers
A Christmas Story Apr 05 2020 The definitive guide to everything fans want to know about A Christmas Story
shares the inside story behind the film’s production, release, and unlikely ascent to the top of popular culture. From
Jean Shepherd’s original radio broadcasts to Bob Clark’s 1983 sleeper hit film and beyond, A Christmas Story has
become a beloved Yuletide tradition over the last three decades. In conjunction with the 30th anniversary of its
theatrical release, this is the untold story of the making of the film, and what happened afterwards. Ralphie Parker’s
quest for a Red Ryder air rifle didn’t end with the movie’s release; the tale inspired massive VHS sales, a Broadway
production, and a mountain of merchandise. Complete with rare and previously unreleased photographs, now fans of
the movie and film buffs alike can lean all they didn’t know about the timeless classic.
Behind the Scenes at the Zoo Dec 14 2020 Step inside the weird and wonderful world of zoos, where all four
corners of our planet come together. Venture behind the scenes to uncover the secrets of the amazing animals and
army of staff that make up these awesome attractions and vital conservation centres. Find out what keeps zookeepers
busy as they care for hundreds of different animals, from mini meerkats to enormous elephants. Learn how they
create the perfect habitats, moreish meals, and fun enrichment activities to keep their animals healthy and happy.
Marvel at how courageous zookeepers learn to look after dangerous animals. Learn about the valuable research and
conservation efforts that are so crucial for protecting our most vulnerable species. Featuring only the best zoos from
around the world, this ebook takes you on a once-in-a-lifetime trip through zoo life to discover the enormous
amounts of ingenuity and care it takes to make safe homes and futures for wild and endangered animals. Featuring
stunning visuals that encapsulate the essence of zoos, aquariums, and wildlife parks, Behind the Scenes at the Zoo is
the perfect way to experience those hidden lives in a way that you've never imagined.
Mrs. Lincoln and Mrs. Keckly Oct 31 2019 A vibrant social history set against the backdrop of the Antebellum
south and the Civil War that recreates the lives and friendship of two exceptional women: First Lady Mary Todd
Lincoln and her mulatto dressmaker, Elizabeth Keckly. “I consider you my best living friend,” Mary Lincoln wrote
to Elizabeth Keckly in 1867, and indeed theirs was a close, if tumultuous, relationship. Born into slavery, mulatto
Elizabeth Keckly was Mary Lincoln’s dressmaker, confidante, and mainstay during the difficult years that the
Lincolns occupied the White House and the early years of Mary’s widowhood. But she was a fascinating woman in
her own right, Lizzy had bought her freedom in 1855 and come to Washington determined to make a life for herself.
She was independent and already well-established as the dressmaker to the Washington elite when she was first
hired by Mary Lincoln upon her arrival in the nation’s capital. Mary Lincoln hired Lizzy in part because she was
considered a “high society” seamstress and Mary, as an outsider in Washington’s social circles, was desperate for
social cachet. With her husband struggling to keep the nation together, Mary turned increasingly to her seamstress
for companionship, support, and advice—and over the course of those trying years, Lizzy Keckly became her
confidante and closest friend. Historian Jennifer Fleischner allows us to glimpse the intimate dynamics of this
unusual friendship for the first time, and traces the pivotal events that enabled these two women to forge such an
unlikely bond at a time when relations between blacks and whites were tearing the nation apart. Mrs. Lincoln and
Mrs. Keckly is a remarkable work of scholarship that explores the legacy of slavery and sheds new light on the
Lincoln White House.
Behind the Scenes!! Oct 04 2022 Ranmaru spends his whole life not fitting in, until the oddballs of the Art Squad
adopt him as one of their own. Ranmaru Kurisu comes from a family of hardy, rough-and-tumble fisher folk, and he
sticks out at home like a delicate, artistic sore thumb. It’s given him a raging inferiority complex and a permanently

pessimistic outlook. Now that he’s in college, he’s hoping to find a sense of belonging. But after a whole life of
being left out, does he even know how to fit in?!
Behind the Scenes at the Space Stations Jan 27 2022 Your all-access pass to spectacular space stations. Step inside
one of humanity’s greatest achievements with a behind-the-scenes guide to space exploration. Revealing a new
perspective into the world of space exploration and the daring astronauts who make it possible, Behind the Scenes at
the Space Station takes you on a once-in-a-lifetime tour of the space station. Learn what the astronauts do once they
make it to the space station, from experiments to repairs and so much more! Have you ever wondered if plants can
grow in outer space? Or how the space station doesn’t break down in outer space? Or how astronauts go to the toilet
in zero gravity? Behind the Scenes at the Space Station is a treasure trove of information. Did you know that during
a 24-hour period, the space station completes 16 orbits of Earth and the astronauts on board see 16 sunrises and
sunsets everyday? Or that the International Space Station is so enormous that it was launched in pieces and
constructed in orbit? Brimming with astonishing visuals, step-by-step explanations of everyday space work in
action, and job profiles of the adventurous people who make it happen, Behind the Scenes at the Space Station is the
perfect way to experience life in space.
Behind the Scenes Sep 10 2020 This book (Behind the Scenes) is designed as a source to help navigate getting into
the often unpredictable movie business and provide freelancing knowledge needed to help stay working behind the
scenes.
Director at Large Jan 15 2021 Between his 1962 debut A Knife in the Water and the 1968 blockbuster Rosemary's
Baby, Roman Polanski directed three movies--Repulsion, Cul-de-Sac, and Dance of the Vampires (a.k.a. The
Fearless Vampire Killers)--that remain a crucial but too often overlooked piece of his filmography. In this
remarkable behind-the-scenes look at the director's early output, Jordan Young gives us a revealing look at Polanski
at work in the years before his rise to global renown. Drawing on new research and interviews with principals on
both sides of the camera--including direct access to the director--Young shares eye-opening, freshly unearthed
details. We witness Polanski making movies under some of the worst possible conditions, contending with financing
nightmares (both Repulsion and Cul-de-Sac were underwritten by exploitation-film peddlers), poisonous enmities
amongst cast and crew, and collaborators who, in the director's words, did their best to make me feel like a monster.
Polanski the provocateur is in full view here, placing actors in physical peril and deploying such unusual methods as
slaughtering chickens to provide real blood for a death scene. While never shying away from unflattering or
shocking details, Young still provides a nuanced and measured portrait of his subject--a rare look at a controversial
artist in the act of creation.
Behind the Scenes in a Film Studio Mar 05 2020
Behind the Scenes Apr 17 2021 "Mick has been the catalyst for the most messed-up, funny, smart, low-budget, loud,
subversive, hilarious, mind-expanding improv shows of his time." Bob Odenkirk, star of "Better Call Saul." In this
follow-up to his highly regarded book "Improvise. Scene from the Inside Out," globally acclaimed improviser,
director, and instructor Mick Napier focuses on the complexities and theories of long form improvisation. This
extended form of improvisation invites performers to be inspired for at least thirty minutes by a single suggestion as
they push their creativity to the limit. Napier taps into more than 30 years of experience and distills his tools for
success into practical, engaging lessons: --The art of introductions and edits --Different approaches to openers --Pros
and cons of the back line --Why it's okay to be funny --Finding the dominant energy --Sustaining a strong character
Neighbours Feb 25 2022
Behind the Scenes!!, Vol. 7 Jul 29 2019 The Art Squad has always felt like home to its members, but as their chief’s
final year winds down, doubts begin to assail them all. Tomu worries he has no talent, Ruka decides to quit the club
early to live up to family expectations, Izumi’s amnesia finally starts to get to him, and Maasa plans to give up
zombies in order to find a man. Now it’s up to Ranmaru, the newest and most neurotic club member, to save the
spirit of Art Squad! -- VIZ Media
Behind The Scenes Dec 26 2021 Set in San Diego, Trevon Williams, Kaitlin Fox, Amy Zhang, and Owen Stone are
all students at Torrey Pines High School. Even though they are within close proximity of each other, these 4
individuals live completely different lives. Being a high school student is difficult on its own, but with added
external pressure, it quickly turns into a nightmare. Behind the Scenes places the reader in the complex mind of
teens and exposes the reality of the glorified high school experience.
James Stewart Jul 21 2021 Looks at the life of movie actor Jimmy Stewart, highlighting his film career, his service
in the army, and his love life
Behind the Scenes Aug 29 2019 "Scenes from Canadian plays for two to six actors. Thirty-two excellent
opportunities for young thespians ... these are texts which I would certainly use with my own senior students of
dramatic arts." -Reviewing Librarian
Casablanca: Behind the Scenes Jul 01 2022 Describes the historical background of the well-known World War II
film, and recounts the development of the script and characters, casting changes, censorship problems, and other
details of the Warner Brothers production

Behind the Scenes!! Jun 19 2021 Ranmaru spends his whole life not fitting in, until the oddballs of the Art Squad
adopt him as one of their own. Ranmaru Kurisu comes from a family of hardy, rough-and-tumble fisherfolk and he
sticks out at home like a delicate, artistic sore thumb. It’s given him a raging inferiority complex and a permanently
pessimistic outlook. Now that he’s in college, he’s hoping to find a sense of belonging. But after a whole life of
being left out, does he even know how to fit in?! Ryuji Goda, Art Squad president and sterling example of selfconfidence, has become anxiety-ridden Ranmaru’s greatest role model. Surely under the guidance of such a genius,
Ranmaru will come into his own? But now a film camp at a remote mansion is putting Goda’s assurance to the test.
Is Ranmaru up to the challenge of saving his mentor from his greatest fear—a child?!
Behind the Scenes of the Property Market Feb 02 2020
Behind the Scenes (Apart From the Crowd Book #1) Jan 03 2020 Start of a Delightful New Series from
Historical Romance Author Jen Turano Miss Permilia Griswold may have been given the opportunity of a debut into
New York high society, but no one warned her she wasn't guaranteed to "take." After spending the last six years
banished to the wallflower section of the ballroom, she's finally putting her status on the fringes of society to good
use by penning anonymous society gossip columns under the pseudonym "Miss Quill." Mr. Asher Rutherford has
managed to maintain his status as a reputable gentleman of society despite opening his own department store. While
pretending it's simply a lark to fill his time, he has quite legitimate reasons for needing to make his store the most
successful in the country. When Permilia overhears a threat against the estimable Mr. Rutherford, she's determined
to find and warn the man. Disgruntled at a first meeting that goes quite poorly and results in Asher not believing her,
she decides to take matters into her own hands, never realizing she'll end up at risk as well. As Asher and Permilia
are forced to work together and spend time away from the spotlight of society, perhaps there's more going on behind
the scenes than they ever could have anticipated. . . .
A Peep Behind the Scenes Mar 29 2022
2gether vol. 2 (?????????????? 2 English Version) Nov 12 2020 " My name is Tine (a super chic guy), and I’ve
gone out with all kinds of girls. A nerdy girl, a cute, innocent girl, or even a super grouchy girl. But then my joyous
life has to come to a stop when the mighty god in the form of university admission sends me to a northern university
where I get to meet… “Tine, Teepakorn, first-year Law student, I like you!” Just the beginning of the first semester,
someone already confesses to me. Am I surprised? Am I excited? Nah. Well, I’m such a cool guy, you know. But
am I horrified? Hell yes! Because the one who just confessed to me is a dude!! My heart… The mission to shake off
this huge gay dude out of my chic life starts with finding someone hella hot to be my fake boyfriend. And nobody
fits the role as much as Sarawat, the nation’s husband of our university. But things aren’t as easy as I expected. This
guy is a pain in the ass. He’s playing hard to get, not cooperating with me. Ha, I won’t give up that easily! Constant
dropping wears away a stone. I’ll stick with him like a suckerfish. Just wait and see! But…as I’m pestering him, why
the heck is my super chic heart starting to flutter when I’m with this straight-faced dude...? " keyword: ?????,
????????, Thai novel, Thai ebook, hytexts, ???????, jamsaieverypub
Behind the Scenes Nov 05 2022 Elizabeth Keckley's rise from slave to White House confidante details the cruel and
terrible life for those in slavery, and the drive and determination of a woman who would not let others destroy her
will.
The Complete Guide to Movies Behind the Scenes Oct 24 2021 "Go behind the scenes and find out how movies
are made. Explore each stage of production, from writing an script and choosing actors, to filming and special
effects. Discover how movies are released worldwide and how much money they can make"--Page 4 of cover.
Behind the Scenes Dec 02 2019 "Born into slavery, Elizabeth Hobbs Keckley (ca. 1824-1907) rose to a position of
respect as a talented dressmaker and designer to the political elite of Washington, D.C., and a confidante of First
Lady Mary Todd Lincoln. In this unusual memoir, Keckley offers a rare, behind-the-scenes view of the formal and
informal networks that African Americans established among themselves, as well as an insider's perspective of the
men who made Civil War politics and the women who influenced them.As an enslaved young woman, Keckley was
moved to the rough frontier city of St. Louis, where she began working as a modiste, or dress designer. She
eventually was able to buy her freedom and went to Washington, D.C., where she established herself as modiste to
some of the wives and daughters of high-level politicians and officers. Before long, she was supplying not only
beautiful clothing but also a sympathetic ear to Mary Todd Lincoln.Keckley's descriptions of the Lincolns at home
reveal touching, unguarded moments of laughter, discussion, and affection. She witnessed the grief of both parents
at the death of their son Willie and Mary Todd's prostration after the president's assassination. In dire financial
straits, Mary Todd turned to Keckley, who spent several months in New York helping the former First Lady sell her
elegant clothing.President of the Contraband Relief Association and a friend of Frederick Douglass and other
prominent African-American leaders, Keckley emerges as a remarkable, resourceful, and principled woman who
helped mediate between black and white communities. Frances Smith Foster's introduction traces the book's
reception history and fills in biographical gaps in the text."
Entertainment-Education Behind the Scenes Aug 10 2020 This Open Access book tracks the latest trends in the
theory, research, and practice of entertainment-education, the field of communication that incorporates social change

messaging into entertaining media. Sometimes called edutainment, social impact television, narrative persuasion, or
cultural strategy, this approach to social and behavior change communication offers new opportunities including
transmedia and digital formats. However, making media can be a chaotic process. The realities of working in the
field and the rigid structures of scholarly evaluation often act as barriers to honest accounts of entertainmenteducation practice. In this collection of essays, experienced practitioners offer unique insight into how
entertainment-education works and present a balanced view of its potential pitfalls. This book gives readers an
opportunity to learn from the successes and mistakes of the experts, taking a behind-the-scenes look at the business
of making entertainment-education media.
Behind the Scenes May 07 2020 The reader's decisions determine what happens to a girl who struggles to "do the
right thing" when she helps her friend make a film for a school contest.
24: Behind the Scenes Sep 03 2022 Go behind the scenes of the show that redefined action adventure for an insider's
look at cast, crew, unscripted moments, and amazing stunts and effects captures by Director/Co-Executive Producer
Jon Cassar, Cinematographer Rodney Charters and their 24 filmmaking colleagues. With a fine cast of recurring
actors, a growing slate of guest stars and the show's unforgettable star, Kiefer Sutherland, who portrays the tenacious
Jack Bauer, 24 is one of television's best-loved programs broadcast today. Featuring many behind-the-scenes photos
by photographer/director Cassar, this compelling archive of candid shots and stories is a must-have item for 24 fans
the world over. Included in this first-time photo book are over 200 color and black-and-white photographs, most
never-before-published, capturing the work, adrenaline, and good times from behind the scenes. From an insider's
view relive some of Michells Dessler's death sequence; read about the controversial in-house debate over Teri
Bauer's season one murder; get inside the set design for Air Force One, the White House, and the anti-bioweapon
Bubble unit; take the director's view of the assassination attempt location; discover tales behind the season five
finale, and more.
Behind the Scenes!! Aug 02 2022 Ranmaru Kurisu comes from a family of hardy, rough-and-tumble fisher folk,
and he sticks out at home like a delicate, artistic sore thumb. It’s given him a raging inferiority complex and a
permanently pessimistic outlook. Now that he’s in college, he’s hoping to find a sense of belonging. But after a
whole life of being left out, does he even know how to fit in?! It’s two months into Ranmaru’s college career, and if
he’s learned one thing, it’s that he’s really uncomfortable around other people. But when he stumbles into a zombie
mob attack, he’s forced out of his comfort zone in the most dramatic way possible! Of course it’s just a movie shoot,
but when he wakes up from his ignoble faint, he’s been whisked away behind the scenes with the Art Squad! Could
this group of weirdoes be what Ranmaru’s been looking for all his life?!
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